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On Comparing Estimators of Pr{ Y < X} in the Exponential Case
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Abstract-Let X and Y be s-independent exponentially distributed + O(n-5). (3b)
random variables with mean P and a respectively. This work povides sim-
ple approximations for s-bias and mean square error of the maximum
likelihood estimator of Pr{ Y < X} for two cases: 1) both a and p are The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) when a = 1
unknown; 2) only P is unknown. When a is known, the mean square er- iS:
ror is compared with that of the minimum variance s-unbiased estimator
and a preference relationship between them is established using the mean R = X/(1 + X). (4a)
square error criterion.

Both estimators were compared [5] using 15-point
Gaussian Laguerre quadrature to obtain approximate

1. INTRODUCTION MSE and s-bias of the MLE. For large n, the precision of
this quadrature was not sufficient for accurate calculation

The problem of estimating Pr{ Y < X} has been exten- of the first two moments of the MLE. Therefore, it seems
sively studied in reliability and related fields. It arises when worthwhile to provide simple and satisfactory approxima-
a component of strength X is subjected to a stress Y. The tion formulas for s-bias and MSE of the MLE, although
component fails when and only when X < Y. If X and y bounds were obtained [7]. Section 2 derives such formulas.
are s-independently distributed as exponential random The MLE and MVUE are also compared.
variables with mean P and a respectively, we have reliabili- If both a and P are unknown, and Y1, Y2, ..., Yn is a
ty random sample from Y, then the MLE of R is:

R = Pr{Y<X} = P1/(a + P1). (la) R = X/(X + Y), Y= 2 Y/fn. (4b)

The exponential case has been discussed in [1, 4, 5, 7 - 9]. Ref. [7] also developed bounds for s-bias of R in this case.
We first assume that one of the parameters, say a, is However, the suggested bounds did not have explicit ex-
known and, without losing generality, let a = 1. In this pressions. Section 3 presents corresponding suitable ap-
case, proximations.

R = P/(1 + ). (lb) 2. APPROXIMATIONS WHEN a = 1

Suppose X1, X2, ...., X, is a random sample chosen from Let f(x) -x/(l + x).
distribution of X. The minimum variance s-unbiased ,

estimator (MVUE) P of R is [8]: R -R = f(X) - f(13)
8

(n - 1)!( -1)n-' n-i (-1l)(nxi)' - = E fli(13(X - 13)i/i! + r8, (5)
R~~~~~=5-n)- l pi-nxl =

(2) fli'(X) -(- 1)'+1i!(1 + x)1~'i+l, i-th derivative of f(x),

X- X Xe/n. r8 -JR9(u)(X - 13)/9!, is aremainder,
i=l

Using a result in [2], [5] showed that the mean square error u is a number between X and (3. The central moments of X
(MSE) of P is: are:
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E{X - [3} = 0, fli) = fli)(q3)
E{(X - (3)2} = (22n', The asymptotic MSE of the MLE is:

E{(X - [3)3} = (2[33)n 2, [32 _4[33 + 5[34
MSE{R} = - )4-n-l + 6 fl-

E{(X - 4)} = (334)nw2 + (6I43)n-3 (6) (1 + [3) (1 + [3
18[34 - 44(35 + 13(36

E{(X - )5} = (20O35)n 3 + (24Pf5)n-4, + (1 + [3)n+3
E{(X - 13)6} = (15(36)n 3 + (130(6)n 4 + (120[36)n5, -96[35 + 362(36 - 248[37 + 29(8

E{(X - )7} = (210f37)n 4 + (924[37)n 5 + (720P7)n 6,+ (1 + °) ni

E{(X - )8} = (105P8)n 4 + (2380P8)n 5 + O(n-5). (9)

+ (7308P8)n-6 + (5040[38)n7. If the O(n-5) terms in (7) and (9) are ignored, we then
obtain approximate s-bias and MSE of R. The results are

E{r8} = O(n5). Take s-expectation on both sides of (5) now compared with those provided in [5], in which
and substitute the preceding moments. 15-point quadrature was used to approximate the first two

XV P2 2P3 - 04 moments of P. Tables l and 2 compare s-bias and
ERI - R = (1+ )3 n + (1 + f) s-efficiencyrespectively.

-6P4 + 8[5 - [36 TABLE 1.
+ (I + ° n_3 Negative s-bias of R using (7).

24P5 - 58(36 + 22(37 - [38 R .5 .75 .90 .95 .99
+ (1[+ P) R

+ O(n5). (7) 3 1.0 3.0 9.0 19.0 99.0

We proceed to find the approximate MSE. From (5), we have n = 5 .237E-1 .288E-1 .183E-1 .107E-1 .242E-2
10 .122E-1 .143E-1 .862E-2 .490E-2 .108E-2

E{(R\- R)2 } - UR1)]2 E{(X _ o2} + t)f 2)]25 .495E-2 .566E-2 .332E-2 .186E-2 .408E-3E{(R - R)} - [ft)]2 E{(X - [3)2} + [Pfl)f 2)] 50 .249E-2 .282E-2 .164E-2 .917E-3 .200E-3
100 .125E-2 .141E-2 .815E-3 .455E-3 .990E-4

ElE(X - [3}
[f2)12 1)f 3) I max dif. 0 0 0 1 0

+ 4 + 3 E{(X-[3)4} E implies an exponent to base 10.
fI)f4) 2)ft3) max dif. is the maximum difference with results of [5] in the third

+ ~ + 6 E{(X - [)} significant digit.
) 31]2 + 1)ft5) ft2)ft4) The results in tables 1 and 2 are very close to those of

+ 36 + 60 + 24 f [5]. As anticipated, the proposed formulas are better when
the sample size becomes large. Even for small sample sizes,

*E{(X - [)6} the formulas still perform satisfactorily although the
results are derived asymptotically. For large n, computa-

+ 3)ft 6) + J 2)f +5) ft f tional difficulty arises in calculating the 15-point Gauss-
360 120 72 Laguerre quadrature [5] and for R < 0.5, n > 50, the

- ~~~~~~~~~~~quadrature is not accurate at all. Apparently, the proposed
-[3(X-7} formulas do not have those drawbacks. Numerical results

[4)]2 ft),f(7) f2)Jf6) further show that the values of (7) are precisely between
+ l_57 + + bounds obtained in [7, p 411.

576 ~2520 720 A similar method has also been applied [3] to obtain
+ t360tS }, 8{X- the MSEs of estimators of reliability for k-out-of-rn

We now compare both estimators based on MSE
+ O(n~5), (8) criterion. Using (3b) and (9), we can find for any fixed n
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TABLE 2 which implies [6, p 153] that nl'2(R - P) i 0. Hence we
Mean square s-efficiency of R relative to R have established the asymptotic equivalence of both
(MSE{R}/MSE{R}) using (3b) and (9). estimators.

An advantage of the proposed approximation method
R .5 .75 .90 .95 .99 (besides the simplicity) is that we can easily get more ac-

curate results just by retaining more terms in the expansion
(3 1.0 3.0 9.0 19.0 99.0 procedures.

n = 5 .936 1.111 1.379 1.520 1.657 3. APPROXIMATIONS WHEN a IS UNKNOWN
10 .971 1.075 1.201 1.260 1.314
25 .989 1.035 1.082 1.102 1.120
50 .995 1.018 1.041 1.051 1.059 The method introduced in the previous section can be
100 .997 1.009 1.021 1.025 1.029 extended in an obvious way: Let g(x, y) x/(x + y),

max dif. 0 4 12 3 105 R - R= g(X, Y) - g(p, or)

Other than n = 5, the max dif is 26. 8 ig(X, Y)
max dif. is the maximum difference with results of [5] in the third _ 7 (

significant digit. i=1 j=o a\Xj3yi x=p,y=a

the approximate interval of P (or of R) for which the MLE (X- ) (Y- (10)
has smaller MSE. Such intervals are given in table 3 for i!(i - + ,(
several sample sizes. In other words, the mean square 9 / 9 y) \ (X -(5)9(Y-
s-efficiency ofRrelative toP (MSE{P}/MSE{P}) ( 1 ifZ( =

(or R) is located in the interval as listed. Otherwise, the \j= axiaY9 / = 9!(9 -
MVUE is more s-efficient.

w is between X and (, v is between Y and a. Using the
moments of X, Y and applying similar method as before,

TABLE 3 we have asymptotic s-bias:
Intervals where the MLE has smaller MSE using (3b) and (9) e(e + (1 2f2

n interval of 0 interval ofRR = 9)

Q- 14Q3 + 30Q2 - 14Q + 1

5 (0, 1.67) (0, .625) + + Q)4 n-3
10 (0, 1.48) (0, .597)
15 (0, 1.43) (0, .588)
20 (0, 1.40) (0, .583) Q' - 36Q' + 207Q4 - 352Q3 + 207Q2 - 36Q + 1

4

30 (0, 1.37) (0, .578) Q)+

40 (0, 1.36) (0, .576)
50 (0, 1.36) (0, .576) + O(n5) (11)
100 (0, 1.34) (0,.573)

Q a/fl.

As n becomes large, we can ignore the n3, n-4 terms in Ref. [7, p 43] shows that the s-bias and MSE of R satisfy-
(3b) and (9). Thus it is obvious that the MLE has smaller
MSE i.f.f.- M {, = s n(1 + Q) -Q

MSE{R} = Bias{R}[ 1 - 1 + ]
_4fl3 + 5(P4 2(4, or Q Q e

(3 e 4/3, or R e 4/7. + (+ )2 (12)

That is, the intervals of (3 in table 3 will converge to (0, 4/3) Consequently,
as n increases. The results are generally consistent with [5]. M 2Q2 492(29 - l)(e - 2)

From (3b), (7), (9), we can show that MS{R} = (I1+)e) (I1+e)6

n'[- R] = 0(w"l2) O~ , l2&2(2Q4 - 1793 + 3292 _ 17p + 2)
~~~~~~~~~+ (1 + e)S n-3 + O(n~4).

Var{n"'2(R - R)} = 0(n-') -> 0, (13)
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